Kawasaki-KCM 67TM7 and 70TM7
Parallel Lift, Toolcarrier Loader Introduction

KCMA Corporation, marketers of Kawasaki-KCM wheel loaders in North America is proud to announce the release of the 67TM7 and 70TM7 Task Master Toolcarriers. These machines come equipped with quick couplers as standard equipment. This combined with their parallel linkage makes them extremely versatile machines. Ideally suited for fork applications the TM7s are popular in water and sewer applications, lumber yards, mulch yards, agricultural applications, and any general duty wheel loader jobs.

The 67TM7 handles a 2.8 cubic yard coupler bucket or a 3.1 cubic yard pin on General Purpose bucket for most materials. It has over 5 inches more hinge pin height than its sister Z-linkage machine the 67Z7. Otherwise, the 67TM7 has many of the Z7 series customer benefits of fuel efficiency, power, smoothness, operator comfort and balance. The 4 speed hydrostatic drivetrain makes the 67TM7 an operator’s choice for power, smoothness and overall ease of operation.

The 70TM7 similarly compares to its sister machine the 70Z7. With over 8 inches more hinge pin height and more breakout force, the 70TM7 can handle a 3.4 cubic yard coupler bucket or a 3.7 cubic yard pin on General Purpose bucket in most materials. The 70TM7 is well matched to the same applications as the 67TM7 but is more productive. Like the 70Z7 the 70TM7 is the only machine in this class that has neither a DPF nor an SCR emission system. With neither this machine has the simplest emission system in the industry. No DPF regeneration. No DEF fluid. Nothing. Just work.

Diagnostic systems allow for detailed data access to troubleshoot issues quickly and accurately. Serviceability is easy access with ground level access to all service points. The standard telematics system KCMA Global e-Service, monitors and collects operating data and alerts, which it transmits to equipment managers, owners, and dealer personnel allowing for a pro-active and efficient management of fleets, maintenance schedules and operating efficiencies.

The TM7s from KCMA Corporation are versatile loaders that handle a wide range of applications well. Backed by the extensive KCMA North American dealer network, that is focused on superior customer service, these popular machines building a strong reputation for productivity, reliability and overall low operating costs.

KCMA is the oldest ongoing manufacturer of rubber-tired, articulated, wheel loaders in the world, serving North America for over 35 years through its extensive, independent dealer network. For information on the 67TM7 Loader please visit http://www.kcmcorp.com/products/wheel-loaders/67tm7, and for additional information on the 70TM7 please visit http://www.kcmcorp.com/products/wheel-loaders/70tm7. For information on the entire Kawasaki-KCM Wheel loader line visit http://www.kcmcorp.com/products/wheel-loaders.